Lycée André Theuriet (France)

Little school, rural area!
**Lycée André Theuriet (France)**

**PEOPLE / DEVICES**
- small size school, rural area
- 450 students, 42 teachers
- only 2 classes equipped with tablets (65 students) and 15 voluntary teachers
- Wifi installation in only 5 rooms

**STEPS**
- teamwork on collaborative learning and courses
- use of Google Drive to share with students and teachers
- experiments in class and gathering evidence

**ACTIONS**
- 2 classes equipped with one tablet per student
- communicating and exchanging via social networks (Facebook...)
- improving oral comprehension in language courses
- collaborative learning and teaching
LP2I High school: innovative and international school

Middle size high school
LP2I (France 86)

**PEOPLE / DEVICES**

550 students and 60 teachers: one-to-one tablet for all students and all teachers

Wifi installation

**STEPS**

Teachers teamwork on collaborative learning
Creation of courses on collaborative tools
Experiments in class, gathering evidence
Share and spread

**ACTIONS**

Improving student group work
Supporting project-based learning

*Using*

Clouds (Dropbox, google drive), home-made VLE, padlet, socrative
Primary School L’Orange Bleue (Saint-Florent-le-Vieil, France)

Small school in a picturesque village on the banks of the Loire.
Ecole primaire l’Orange Bleue (Saint-Florent-le-Vieil, France)

PEOPLE / DEVICES

- Small size school, rural area
- 180 students, 7 teachers
- 9 laptops and 4 computers
- Wifi installation / 1 IWB

STEPS

- What kind of VLE uses could be relevant to improve autonomy of the pupils?
- How to use the VLE for collaborative learning?
- How to deeply optimize the interaction of IWB so that the IWB is used mostly by the pupils, rather than the teacher?

ACTIONS

- Writing project (video)
- Creating and sharing resources for the IWB.
- Training for teachers. (video)
Primary School (Ingrandes sur Loire, France)

Dynamic school in a small village on the banks of the Loire.
Ecole Publique d’Ingrandes sur Loire (France)

**PEOPLE / DEVICES**

Small size school, rural area
200 students, 10 teachers
1 mobile class and 1 IT room
internet installation
2 IWB and 2 other borrowed to “canopé”

**STEPS**

How to connect kindergarten to internet?
How to set up a project in partnership with the college?

How to involve other school teachers in the use of ICT? How to make it at school level?

**ACTIONS**

Partnership with the college and with other schools in the LSL project

Teachers training

Students involvement
Thank you
web http://lsl.eun.org
email lsl-info@eun.org
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